OCEAN AVENUE
Economic Recovery and Safe Mobility
Project - Goals & Requirements

- Aid Economic Recovery
- Install Quickly
- High Benefit Low Cost
Project - Components

Enhance Transportation

Expand Space for Outside Activities
Project Area – Transportation

Project fills in a gap in the protected bicycle network creating a continuous safe low stress connection from the Santa Monica Downtown Light Rail Station to the beach for residents and visitors.
Existing - Ocean

Ocean Avenue is a wide road with many conflicts between people driving and biking.
Project – Ocean

New safe protected connection eliminates conflicts between people driving and biking
**Protected Intersection**
California Ave and Ocean Ave will become a protected bicycle intersection to allow safe comfortable connections between the California Incline bike path, Arizona Ave bike lanes, and the new Ocean Ave bike lanes.

**Bus Island**
At the southbound bus stop at Colorado Ave and Ocean Ave a bus island will be installed to eliminate conflicts between people biking and taking transit.
Pedestrian space will be increased on the eastside of Ocean Ave.
Pedestrian space will be increased on the eastside of Ocean Ave by extending the sidewalk with a level platform allowing more space for people walking and outside business activity.
Benefits

Enhanced Bicycle Connections to Key Destinations

Expanded Space for Businesses and Pedestrians

Quick and Adjustable Design can be Modified/Enhanced in the Future

Ex. Enhanced Bikeway

Ex. Permanent Expanded Space
QUESTIONS?

Project Website
www.santamonica.gov/Ocean

Scott Johnson – Transportation Planner
Scott.Johnson@smgov.net